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Agenda

• What does it mean to be a Project Manager?

• What External Factors affect you?

• What Internal Factors affect YOU and your team?

• How to prepare yourself for the future...
CHANGE ORDERS
Managing Client Relationships: 45%

Schedule Delays: 40%

Other (Labor, Designs constantly in flux): 15%
The reality of what we do is rooted in 3 factors.
The role of the Project Manager is changing
Building the vital skills for the future of work in operations, August 2020, McKinsey
Knowledge Transfer

\[ V_m = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{CF_i}{(1 + r)^i} \]

\[ S = \frac{P}{1 - n \cdot d} \]
Owner
Expectations
The future as a Project Manager
Decision-making
Progress Tracking
Building Team Culture
Culture of Trust
Transparency

Recent Activity

View All

Today

☑ Christine Acker created an issue (#197) Door Height
  2 hours ago

☑ Courtney Kyle created an issue (#196) Commissioning
  6 hours ago

Yesterday

☑ Taylor Dean created an issue (#195) Commissioning

Oct 9, 2020

☐ Taylor Dean created 2 issues
  See issues →
Construction Transformation